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2Repositories vs. Open Archive
Repositories have several applications
 Storage
 Preservation
 Access
They might NOT be open to all…..
ho can see 
hat?
hen?
hy?  
hy not?
4What is needed
Andrew Treloar said:  we need a common expression of user and 
resource attributes which will enable the XACML policies to be written
James Dalziel talked about who is able to get access to what and why 
does it matter?
Marcus Bucchorn outlined the typical datasets across a variety of 
disciplines, and issues associated with their preservation, metadata, 
and access requirements
Kerry Blinco said:  defining consistent and shared vocabularies, 
notations and methodologies is crucial to the e-framework to support 
conversations, dissemination and conversations
5The thinking and the process
Define the 
variables in 
a consistent 
way
State the policies in 
a consistent way –
spreadsheet?  
English?
Write and 
store the 
XACML 
policies
6Restrict access to what?
Entire repository
Collection or class of object
Compound object
Datastream within 
an object
7Restrict by what criteria?
 Location:  to members of a certain institution or domain
 e.g. viewing theses limited to members of one university
 Time:  a specific time period
 e.g. may not be viewed by anyone for three years after deposit
 People: 
 e.g. only certain people or classes of people, such as a workgroup or 
members of a course
 Services:
 Web services requiring automated access
 Events 
 e.g. an author might allow three views only
 Combinations: 
 e.g. theses limited to members of one university for two years after 
publication
8What kind of actions?
 Create
 Edit
 View/Download
 Delete
 Annotate
 Rank
9What kind of control – the dependencies
 Permit
 the user or service is permitted to perform the specified action
 Deny
 The user or service is not permitted to perform the specified 
action
 Permit with obligation
 The user or service may perform the specified action, but only 
if they acknowledge the use
 Permit with payment
 The user or service must pay a fee to perform the specified 
action
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Combining the variables to express the policy
Description:  Thesis, restricted to domain for specified number of months
Resource 
type
Target Dependency User type Create Edit View / 
download
Delete Comment Rank
Thesis Object
Less than Date of publication + specified number of 
months Author Permit Permit Permit Deny Permit Deny
Thesis Object
Less than Date of publication + specified number of 
months ARROW administration Permit Permit Permit Permit Deny Deny
Thesis Object
Less than Date of publication + specified number of 
months
Academic & general staff at 
institution Deny Deny Permit Deny Permit Permit
Thesis Object
Less than Date of publication + specified number of 
months
Postgraduate student at 
institution (other than 
author) Deny Deny Permit Deny Permit Permit
Thesis Object
Less than Date of publication + specified number of 
months
Undergraduate student at 
institution Deny Deny Permit Deny Deny Deny
Thesis Object
Less than Date of publication + specified number of 
months
Academic & general staff at 
other institution in 
Federation Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny
Thesis Object
Less than Date of publication + specified number of 
months
Postgraduate student from 
other institution in 
Federation Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny
Thesis Object
Less than Date of publication + specified number of 
months
Undergraduate student from 
other institution in 
Federation Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny
Thesis Object
Less than Date of publication + specified number of 
months
Academic & general staff at 
other institution NOT in 
Federation Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny
Thesis Object
Less than Date of publication + specified number of 
months
Postgraduate student at 
other institution NOT in 
Federation Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny
Thesis Object
Less than Date of publication + specified number of 
months
Undergraduate student at 
other institution NOT in 
Federation Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny
Thesis Object
Less than Date of publication + specified number of 
months Alumni Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny
Thesis Object
Less than Date of publication + specified number of 
months General public Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny Deny
Thesis Object
Greater than Date of Publication + specified number 
of months Author Permit Permit Deny Permit Deny
Thesis Object
Greater than Date of Publication + specified number 
of months ARROW administration Deny Permit Permit Permit Deny
Thesis Object
Greater than Date of Publication + specified number 
of months
Academic & general staff at 
institution Deny Deny Permit Deny Permit Deny
Thesis Object
Greater than Date of Publication + specified number 
of months
Postgraduate student at 
institution (other than 
author) Deny Deny Permit Deny Permit Permit
Thesis Object
Greater than Date of Publication + specified number 
of months
Undergraduate student at 
institution Deny Deny Permit Deny Deny Deny
Thesis Object
Greater than Date of Publication + specified number 
of months
Academic & general staff at 
other institution in 
Federation Deny Deny Permit Deny Permit Permit
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Coding the XACML
 Role oriented policy for an author to edit a thesis
Action/resource oriented policy to edit a thesis
Sample
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Why?  Institutional policy
 a university wants to limit access to its theses for a particular 
period.  An example is Monash, who limit access to 
members of the university for two years after the thesis is 
deposited, then open it to everyone.
 Queensland University limits access to their theses to users 
within the institution 
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Why?  Recombining learning objects
 Individuals and educational institutions may wish to share 
their image collections, video archives, large data collections 
as learning objects, respecting owner rights and ensuring 
legitimate file-sharing for teaching and learning. 
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Why?  Copyright
 a thesis might contain one datastream of an image that has 
not been cleared for 3rd party copyright
 A journal article might be counted as research for a 
university, but the copyright is held by the journal publisher. 
The metadata may be made public, a link may be made 
public to a commercial source, but the article may be limited 
for fifty years.
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Why?  Culturally sensitive material
 Aboriginal material may be deposited, but must not be 
viewed by women
 Maori material may be deposited for archive, but must not 
be viewed by Pakeha
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Why?  Legally sensitive material:
 A research dataset may name people involved in witness 
protection programs, or might name victims of child abuse
 National security issues such as satellite images of defence 
installations or nuclear plants
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Why?  Commercially sensitive material
 Working papers may be deposited that may lead to a patent 
application –
 The Patents Act says that a patent must be for something 
‘novel.’ If it is demonstrated or discussed in public, you cannot 
get a patent.  What are the implications for a repository? 
 Geological Datasets including information on mineral rights
 Biological or chemical data leading to new drugs
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TERMS OF REFERENCE
 Propose an XACML vocabulary for encoding access rights to resources and data 
objects across Australian Federations, based on the generalisation of the vocabulary 
proposal developed by the ARROW Project during 2005. 
 Propose a standard set of user attributes for collection into Shibboleth for user 
authorisation purposes in XACML policy decision point processing.
 Document an Australian profile proposal for wide distribution prior to the NCRIS 
funding round in 2006. 
AIMS
 To identify and assess use cases across a range of organisations and applications in 
order to determine common requirements. 
 To articulate and create a common vocabulary to provide a standard across those 
use cases. 
 To document that vocabulary. 
 To promulgate that vocabulary as a standard.
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Thanks!
